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I Correction In last week's Issue 
Of the Chronicle the 
story "Who's top'S? 
Students don't know" 
reported Chuck 
-Rowell as assistant to 
. the T.V. dept. Chair-
man. ActuallY Rowell 
Is t he assistant Radio 
Dept. Chairperson. 
Also we neglected 
to Include AI Parker 
as Radio Chairperson. 
. we regret both the 
error and omission. 
Monday, May 13, 1985 Columbia College, Chicago 
Columbia no-shovvs in aid 
By Kri~line Kopp 
Associate Managing Editor 
On April 25 thousands of college 
students throughout the country 
skipped a meal. The meal was 
lunch, and the money that they 
saved was sent to the starving peo-
ple in Ethiopia . 
Working through Students 
Against Famine in Ethiopia , Africa 
(S.A.F.E.) the students proved that 
they were not only concerned, but 
willing to help fight famine in 
Ethiopia. 
The program was created only 
four months ago but it gained suc-
cess early. David Steinberg and 
Brett Matthews, Dartmouth Col-
lege students worked as the co-
directors of the S .A .F.E. program . 
"Our goal is to unite all the COl-
leges and universities across the 
country in order to raise a large 
sum of money for the starving peo-
. pte of Afrlca:-ThEire artroWr l0 
million students within the 3,500 
schools and we are trying to tap in-
to this tremendous resource of COl-
lege students ... • stated Matthews 
and Steinberg in a press release. 
In order to spread their program 
as far as possible the two stu-
dents sent copies 01 the release 
to every student council presi-
dent, every college president 
and every college newspaper. 
Matthews and ~te,"oerg could 
not be reached for comment on 
how successful the fund raiser 
was, but an office secretary said 
the results o f the April 25 raiser 
were not yet available . 
The original letter that the direc-
tors sent out not only outlined the 
ptllrpose and goals of their pro-
gram, it also contained an extra list 
of ways that student s could start 
the program in their school. 
Toe letter advised that a group of 
students should appoint a chair-
man and set up their own local 
S.A.F.E. committee. Each member 
was to have different respon-
sibilities , such as making publicity 
posters , working with the media 
and wit h the food services people 
at you r school. They also advised 
that th e group have nne member 
work with the co lle ge ad-
ministrators to help gain financial 
support. Last but not least. the 
local committees should decide 
where to send the money that they 
made. 
See EditoNal 
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The organization worked through 
the American Red Cross, and Save 
the Children. Spe'cial accounts 
were set up with the three 
organizations so that any money 
made through the S.A. F.E. pro-
gram could be forwarded to them . 
The two directors ended their 
press release letter with a plea for 
everyone to become involved. 
Most of ail, they needed 
organizers, people in the various 
schools to set up a local program. 
At Columbia College no one fit that 
shoe. 
Former Chairman 01 the Liberal 
Education Department, Louis 
Si lverstein said that while many 
teachers and students were asked 
to become involved in the No 
Business as Usual week on April 
25, no formal group organized a 
S.A. F.E . program at Columbia . 
" No Bu siness as Usual is a na-
tionwide day when you are suppos-
ed to stop business and reflect and 
take actions on social concerns in 
the world ," sa id Silverstein , " In my 
own classes we discussed peace 
and war issues and I know other 
teac hers did the same in their 
classes. We asked them to donate 
money if they wanted to or if they 
wanted to just send money to a 
peace organization. Co lumbia 
teachers were asked to discuss 
anything they wpnted but to put 
aside what we normally would do. 
This was something done 
throughout the area." 
Liberal Education secretary 
"Paula Weiner thought that perhaps 
students w~ren't involved in the 
program because they ~ did not 
know about it. 
" There's just so many notices 
on the ' bull eti n board ," said 
Weiner. 
Perhap s another factor is that 
Columbia doesn't have a food ser-
vice program and students who did 
~now about t~~"R'I.'gram felt that 
Columbia coulc::rn t be involved for 
that reason . 
To help students become more 
aware of world wide problems 
Paula Weiner said that beginning in 
the fall of 1985 a new course calleu, 
Topics in Social Science: South 
Africa Politics and Apartheid , will 
be offered to the students. 
Muha",nJad vvins Pulitzer 
Ozier Muhammad , a 1972 
graduate of Columbia College who 
now a photographer for News~ 
day in New York was recently 
awarded a Pulitizer Prize in the 
area of International Report-
ing . 
Muhammad, a general assig-
nemnt photographer, shares the 
award with Dennis Bell and Josh 
Friedman , both reporters for 
Newsday. 
The three journalists were 
recognized for their outstanding 
news coverge of the famine in 
Ethiopia as well as the social and 
environmental problems occurring 
in other countries in Africa such as 
Mali, Burkina Faso (formally Upper 
Volta), Niger and Mozambique. 
Muhammad, Bell and Friedman 
were the first Americ.ln journalists 
assigned to report from Africa in 
July 1984. 
They were interested in learning 
what the American government 
was dOing which led them to ar-
range interviews wi th officials from 
the United States Agency for Inter-
national Development and the 
United States Information Agency . 
Originally the Newsday team 
reported out of the Ivory Coast, but 
later Muhammad and Friedman 
went to Mali and -reported on how 
the drought was changing the 
Nomadic people . Following their 
reports from the city of Abidjan. 
Ivory Coast, they flew east to 
Ethiopia filing their first story back 
to the states , November 4, 1984. 
" Part of winning the prize, " said 
Muhammad, "is the fact that 
Newsday's team was the first to 
report on the drought in Ethio-
pia. " . 
The y also reported on the ef· 
feet the drought had on the wild-
life in Kenya . After the journal-
ists completed their coverage in 
Kenya they flew south to Mo-
zambique to report on the relief 
centers and refugee camps in the 
area. 
When their first story Nas filed 
back to the states on the famine in 
Ethiopia, the impact was so great it 
caused United States aid to pour 
.Jnto this country, Muhammad said. 
Muhammad emphasized that 
another reason the Newsday team 
received the Pulitzer was because 
they were the first Americans to go 
into the re-settlement areas . 
Last March both Muhammad and 
Friedman were sent to Ethiopia to 
report on the relief agencies and 
what improvemen ts were being 
made. 
Muhammad, 34, received his 
Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Photography from Columbia in 
1972. He has worked for Ebony 
magazine and the Charlotte 
Observer in North Carolina . He 
began his career with Newsday 
August 6, 1980. 
Muhammad , Bell and Fri edman 
will be pre sented with their Pulitzer 
Prize May 20. 1985 at Columbia 
University in Manhattan, N. Y. 
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Black College enrollment drops 
(CPS) - "It's clear Ihlngs aren't 
working out for black colleges," 
says Keith Jennings, who monitors 
black student issues for the United 
States Students Association 
(USSA) in Washington , D.C. 
Indeed, the blaC~ .. co lleges 
choked by a _ wi th!'ring . money 
base, federal aid .. cuts, muddled 
commu nications, . black student 
apathy and desegregation efforts 
that are pushing black students in-
to historically-white campuses -
are having their worst season in 
years. 
Enrollments at black colleges, 
after increasing steadily for the 
past 25 years, ' have dropped five 
percent in just the last year. ' 
And amid cries of racism and 
even bureaucratic "genocide," 
black education leaders apparently 
aren't sure what to do about it. 
It's serious enough, moreover, 
that inside observers are labeling it 
" the quiet death of black col-
leges." Jennings reports. 
Some colleges aren' t going 
quietly: .' 
Cheyney University in Penn-
sylvania, for instance, recently lost 
its accreditation by the Middle 
States Association of Colleges and 
Schools because it lacked 
"coherent and purposeful direc-
tion, misSion, and leadership ." 
President C.T. Enus Wright 
resigned the next week, and soon 
after that two administrative vice 
preSidents were fired . 
"It's nothing more than cultural 
genocide to get rid of and destroy 
black colleges," claims former 
Cheyney student government 
leader Cynthia Jefferson. 
Most of the reasons for the ac- comes during the college years," 
ereditation denial "could be. ap- chief.ly because of the \sense of 
plied to any college If you looked belonging, support and u'nderstan-
hard enough," Jefferson says, ad- din g the y r e c e i v e, say s 
ding President Wright was merely psychologist Jacqueline Fleming, 
a "sacrificia l lamb" to appease the author of the newly-released book 
accrediting association . "Blacks in Colleoe. " 
Historically-black Knoxville 
University in Tennessee and ,'Un- "<pn large white campuses, black 
coin College in Nebraska also'have ,- . sludents often "fall prey to the 
lost _accreditation this year on '~ -feelings of alienation and 
similar grounds, Jennings notes, estrangement, and are less likely 
Three financially-strapped black to develop motivating relationships 
Texas colleges - Wiley, Huston- with faculty or to feel a part of cam-
Tillotson and Texas College - may pus life." 
merge to pool their resources and 
enrollments. More black students head for 
Tennessee State University, predominantly-white ca~puses 
meanwhile, i ~ under pressure to anyway. 
integrate its predominantly-black " Ironically, " pOints out Harriott 
student body and have a 50 percent Schimel, spokeswoman for the 
white enrollment by 1992. Urilted Negro College Fund , " the 
The crises follow last year 's traditional information systems 
financial failure of 119-year-old Fisk among blacks for passinQ along 
University, long regarded as the the advantages of black schools ....:: 
flagship of black colleges. 
" Black colleges are facing a pro- parents, teachers, and ministers 
blem which has two contradictory who were themselves educated at 
ends," says Samuel Myers, presi- black schools - have become 
dent of the National Association for more <liffused, so many blacks go 
Equal Opportunity in Higher off to white colleges not knowing 
Education (NAFEO). the value they could get from a 
Myers says that while black black college." 
students need black colleges more Many of today 's black students 
than ever now, there's a "new 
threat to black schools that their seem more interested in 
funding , enrollment, and support assimilating faster into white 
will decline. The image of black 
schools is hurt by problems at SOCiety, some sources add. 
some black institutions, which Even on historically-white cam-
adds to the problem even more." 
Only 20 percent of all black puses, enro llme nt in I;llack studies 
courses and membersHip in cam-
students attend predominantly- pus black student unions nave 
black colleges, but nearly half of all plummeted in recent years. 
black students who complete their And the nation's only national . 
degrees do so at a black school. black student lobby group _ the 
"Students in black colleges f 
seem to have a virtual corner on in- National Organization 0 Black 
tellectual satisfactions and out- University and College Students-
Jewish students eligible for trip 
By Rudy Vorkapic 
Associate Editor-In-Chief 
Columbia students of Jewish 
decent are eligible to receive an 
all-expense paid 10-day visit to 
Israel and all you have to do is 
write-in. 
"Jews and Judaism: Union for 
Survival" will be the theme of 
the third annual United Jewish 
Appeal (UJA) University Essay 
Contest, which is sponsored by 
the Morris J . Kaplun Founda-
tion. 
Eight winners will be selected 
to receive the trip as well as a 
$500 allowance. 
According to ." UJA •. N.ational 
Chairman Alex irass, the essay 
competition js 'open to students 
enrolled in accredited colleges 
and universities in the United 
States uner the age of 27. 
The subject of the essays is 
broad. Entrants are encouraged 
to interpret the theme as broad-
ly and critically as they wish , 
drawing from any and all di sc i-
plines as well as personal expe-
rience , 
All essays must be between 
1,500 and 2,000 words in length 
and mailed first-class with a 
May 31, 1985 postmark . 
Winne rs will be announced 
June 24, 1985. The dates o f the 
Irip are from August 12·21, 
1985. 
UJA Assistant National Direc-
tor oL Creative and Educationa'l 
Programs, John Yamaguchi said, 
"We're out to find the best writ· 
ing among the widest variety of 
people." 
Th e two previous contests 
drew essays from 79 colleges. 
and universities across the 
country. 
" The trip is not a vacation, " 
Yamag uchi said. " The trip is a 
highly specialized tour of the 
country for the winners." 
The trip Includes meet;ngs with 
Israeli leaders, discussions at 
Israeli univArsities and visi ts to 
Israeli settlements. 
Chal,1cellor of Hebrew Universi-
ty of Jerusalem, Avraham Har-
'man said, " It is hoped that this 
contes t ' will encourage larg e 
numbers of Jewish youth to con-
cern themselves with the destiny 
of our people and the historic 
link Qf Jews everywhere to the 
State of Is rael. " 
Grass says , " By our participa-
tion in this project, UJA hopes to 
encourage young Jewish men 
and women to focus on their own 
Jewishness and on the future of 
our people." 
The Kaplun Foundation is dedi-
cated to Jewish education and 
culture and awards prizes in rec-
ognition of outstanding contribu-
tions to Jewish values and Jew-
iSh life . 
Along with the first prizes 
which include the trip and $500 
stipend, all entrants will receive 
a cert ificate of participation, as 
finalists will receive a finalist's 
certificate of merit. 
Complete rules of e ligibil ity 
and entry forms are available in 
the Chronicle office (B-106). 
"we must 
learn from 
our mistakes." 
pages 
has locked the doors ot Its 
Washington offices and ' all but 
ceased operati.ng J>ecause of 
" di si n'terest and internal c,on-
flicts, " sources report. 
Many black colleges today are 
run by aQmini~trators who 
graduated from white, not black, 
school~ , " and . are co'mpletely un-
famili ar with the history and pur-
pose of black institutions, ". Jenn-
ings says. 
Apd as blacks thems~lves for- · 
sake black colleges, the politicians " 
who finance them now question 
the need for them. . _ " 
"The . Brown decisl o n- (the 
hallmark court case which forced 
integration of public schools) Is be-
ing reinterpreted In an upside-
down manner now, in effect saYing 
that we should close black schools 
so those students can go to w.hite 
schools," says Jennings. 
In response to all the problems, 
NAFEO is planning a nationwide 
mark.eting strategy for black col-
leges. 
Pepsi Cola officials, in fact , have 
volunteered "to help us identify 
the strength of our product and 
market it the same way you would 
market anything else these days," 
says Myers . . 
" We can't sit back in the . black , 
colleges and go on the assumption 
that we're needed," he explains. 
" What' we need is a very 
sophisticated marketing strategy." 
But " the problem just isn't get-
ting enough attention, " Jennings 
counsels. " People aren't . sure 
. ' what to do: ' should we fight 'o'r 
should we accept what seems to 
be our fate in SOCiety? Th,e thing is, 
as long as we hav.e this ' keep it in 
the family ' 'attitode, nothing will 
change." 
A Careei" in 
Television / Radio:-
Landing That 
First Job 
Watch for details Of 
two special seminars 
later this month, In 
which students and 
recent graduates will 
discuss their job sear-
ches and how they 
landed that first po-
sition. 
co-sponsored by· 
the Departments of 
Television and Radio 
and the OHlce of Ca-
reer Planning and 
Professional 
Placement. 
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Locher draVtls on experience 
I . 
By Nicky Chelios 
Freelance Writer 
Being a creative cartoonist is 
similar to being a creative 
photographer; you know what the 
picture will look like even before 
you click the shutter. Chicago 
Tribune 's political cartoonist 
Richard ' Locher attributed this 
theory to well-known photographer 
Ansel Adams when he addressed 
the Front-Page Lectures class 
Wednesday, May 1. 
Locher has been with the 
Chicago Tribune since 1973 and he 
freely"admits that editorial cartoon-
ing fits the bill when it comes to his 
own career satisfaction. , 
He works with Jeff MacNeily and 
Rick T ooma on the Clout Street 
cartoon strip appearing daily in the 
Tribune under the supervision of 
Richard Ciccone "and James 
Squires. 
ning) Locher's cartoons often ex-
clude cu rrent events because most 
of the editorial cartoons he is work-
ing on today are scheduled to run 
August 11 or 12 in the newspapers. 
"Comic strips often create a love-
hate relationsh ip between the 
reader, either you read the strip or 
avoid it completely," he said. 
The future of a comic strip all 
depends on what the cartoonist 
puts into it, Locher said. 
Locher enjoys creating a 
message more than the drawing. 
"You can have a lousy drawing 
with a good idea but you can't have 
a lousy idea with a fantastic draw-
ing," he said. 
His career has been a rewarding 
one aside from a death threat or 
two; he admits he 's basically hap-
py with his position at the Tribune. 
Both Locher and his son John 
took over the Dick Tracy comic 
strip in 1983 which also appears 
daily in the Tribune and is syn- _ 
dicated to over 550 newspapers na-
tionwide along with 35 overseas 
Tribune Cartoonist Richard locher. (Photo by Pamela Mason) 
The late John Fischetti, editorial 
cartoonist for the Chicago Sun-
Times was the one to point out to 
Locher that he was nothing until he 
received a death threat. He realiz-
ed what Fischetti meant and as a 
cartoonist, he believes it'sa part of 
his job to muddy up the waters and 
shake people up a bit. " If I drew a 
cartoon that does not say anything, 
I'm just oatmeal," he said. 
newspapers. 
The foreign newspapers 
translate Dick Tracy in their own 
language and often they · will 
manage to include hidden innuen-
dos in the strip, Locher said. 
The Soviet Union ' s leading 
newspaper, Pravda wi ll reve rse 
messages in American syndicated 
cartoons making it 'appear as if the 
cartoon is c r iticizing the U.S. in-
stead of Russia, Locher said. 
When Locher was in Mosco·w he 
a3ked a. few of the Russian 
edi torial cartooni sts what type of 
editorial cartoons they print in their 
newspaper. He was told that much 
of their .cartoons print messages 
deal with alcohol abuse, bad plum-
bing and the weather. Editorial car-
toonists are not allowed to c riticize 
their country. . 
Locher says he cou ldn 't imagine 
being a cartoonist in the Soviet 
Union because his creativity would 
become stifled. 
'Students fast to· 
protest Apal1hied 
BERKELEY, CA (CPS) - After a 
r ~ ' latively small turnout for the na-
t iD.1wide campus " Day of Action" . 
April 4, the student anti-apartheid 
movement has mu s hroo-med 
abruptly in recent weeks, attrac-
ting media attention and, in some 
cases, even provoking college 3d-
ministratofs to ' consider selling 
university holdings in companies 
that do business in South Africa. 
Perhaps more significantly, the 
upheavals have been spontaneous 
and organized on the grassroots 
level. 
A protest network seems to be . 
growing among the demonstrators 
th.emselves, and exists separately 
from the off-campus organizers · 
who concocted the April4 event. 
It's been hard to provoke, 
However, as ACA activists have 
tried to attract wider campus sup-
port in recent ye~rs by ' co-
sponsoring events in conjunction 
with protests of nuclear power and 
American policy in Central 
America . 
While their efforts produced a 
steady, low-keyed pressure at a 
handful of campuses, the protests 
this spring are much more vehe-
ment and prolonged, observers 
say. 
And, the action shows no sign of 
abating as students at Columbia 
Univers ity , Cornell, Rutgers , 
UCLA, Princeton , Louisville , 
Oberlin, and Santa Cruz and San 
Franci sco State, among others, oc-
cupy campus buildings and com-
mons, and hold candlelight vigils to 
demonstrate solidarity with South 
African blacks resisting their 
segregatIonist government. 
As of May 2, Five Syracuse 
st udents were on a hunger strike, 
hoping to convince their university 
to rid its investment poftfolio of 
shares in companies that do 
business in South Africa and thus, 
by implication, help support the 
South African government's rigid 
segregationist laws. 
But, "we' re nor going to eat until 
the university begins to bargain in 
good faith," SU's Boone c laims. 
" We want (SU) to totall y divest 
itself." 
"We're organized to the extent 
that we've got a lawyer for the 
coalition in case people go to jail," 
she adds. 
Students have been arrested at 
Berkeley, San Francisco State and 
Cornell, but some administrators 
seem tolerant of the mostly-
p~aceful protests. 
While Berkeley Chancellor Ira 
Heyman calls the demonstrations a 
"deliberate act of civil disobe-
dience," and refuses to drop 
charges against those arrested, he 
notes "c ivil disobedience is ' a 
deSire to crystalize awareness of a 
perceived injustice." 
"I hope the demonstrators can 
continue for quite some time," he 
adds. 
Syracuse spokesman Dan For-
bush indicates the SU students 
camped outside the hunger 
strikers' roost can continue in-
definitely because " they want the 
demonstration to be a peaceful, 
nondisruptive one. " 
Indeed, most stud ents have 
been arrested for civi l disobe-
dience, not for violent acts. 
His comic 'strips, he said, have 
changed throughout the years to fit 
his own perception of the 
character. The Dick Tracy strip 
which is 55 years o ld brings out alot 
of what Locher thinks the character 
should be. "Most of Dick Tracy is 
me," he said. 
Presently he is optimistic on get-
ting approval to include drug 
related messages in the Tracy strip 
which ,he said should be part of a 
cr ime strip. 
Due to lead time (advanced plan-
Locher was the reCipient of the 
1983 Pulitzer Prize for political car-
tooning. In addit ion, Locher receiv-
ed top honors during the year from 
the Sigma Delta Chi Soc iety of Pro-
fessional Journalists and the 
Overseas Club to name a few. He 
also came in second in the 1983 
John Fischetti Editorial Cartoon 
Competition . 
TV Dept. picks finalS/ists 
The Television Department is 
pleased to announce that Colum-
bia College is represented by 
two finalists in a state and na-
tional internship competit ion . 
Marissa Quiles was selected by 
the Illinois News Broadcasters 
Association for a trip to Spring-
field for a finalist screening of 
students throughout the Illinois 
area. Winners will receive a 
$450.00 stipend and a summer 
news internship at a broadcast 
TV station or a $750.00 scholar-
Ship. 
Andrea Su Chen waS chosen for a 
finalist by the ' TV Academy of 
Arts & Scie"ce. Andrea sent a 
taped interview to Hol!ywood to 
qualify for the finals. The tape 
was produced at Columbia by 
Andrea, aSisted by, Mike Neider-
man, her teacher, Ron Arvio on 
camera, Paul Wozniack director, 
and Barbara Yanowski internship 
coordinator. 
This type of competition is a spe-
cial focus of the Televi sion De-
partment as it offers fine stu-
dent opportunities that are not 
available in any other way. For 
more information on competi-
tions, contact Dr. Yanowski Ext. 
250 or the Television Depart-
ment Ext. 410. 
~ANIMATOR~ 
. ~ 
CUSTOM MADE 
LIGHT TABLES 
Size and style to lit your needs 
Est. 5000 
and up 
Call 438-8003 Jamil Othman 
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A '~jor" 
pi'ObIem 
Columbia College's graduate diplomas will 
read: " Bachelor of Arts " but won't te ll the ma-
jor of study the student successfully com-
pleted. According to Hermann Conaway, Dean 
of student affairs, the major wi ll be listed on the 
graduating students transcripts. 
Conaway says that this is because the 
diplomas are printed up before the graduati ng 
commencement and the clearance of any finan-
cial and credit status of each student is 
unknown until afte r the semester is over. 
This has been happening for a long time, and 
if any student did request that their major be 
printed on their diploma, Conaway termed that 
as a "special req uest." With the $30 grad uation 
fee that each student is paying at the beginn ing 
of his or her Col umbia education, they should 
be allowed to have some provisions made for 
the major to be li sted on their diplomas. 
Conaway also says that other colleges and 
universities do not list the students majors on 
their diplomas and that Columbia is unlike other 
institutions in this vain. 
Oh, but contrare. There must be at least a few 
colleges and/or universities that list the major 
on a graduating senior's diploma in the Chicago 
area. 
Roosevelt University and Chicago State 
University list both the majors and the degree 
on the undergraduate and graduate students' 
diplomas. 
Well Columbia, will there be a change in the 
policy for our future graduates diplomas, or wi ll 
we still be moving in the slow lane of "let' s wait 
and see if he or she filled their requirements to 
graduate on time " syndrome? 
Let's think about it. Won 't it look a little better 
with the major listed than just " Bachelor of 
Arts," Columbia College and our name? We 
think so. 
Get with it 
On April 25 some students stomachs were 
growling, but most likely they weren't Co-
lumbia College students. 
The week of April 20 through April 25 was 
No Bu siness as Usual week, but unknown to 
most Columbia students, it was also the 
week te. dOfl~le"Qne d/lYs lunch money to the 
starving people of Ethiopia . 
Students against Famine in Ethiopia/Afri-
ca, S.A.F.E., was organized by Brett Matth-
ews and David Steinberg , Dartmouth Col-
lege students. The two sent three letters to 
every college or university across th e 
country, hoping to gain their support. One 
letter was addressed to the president of the 
college , another to the president of the stu-
dent council and f inally oM was addressed 
to the student newspaper. 
The letter outlined the purpose of the pro> ": 
gram and its goals . The sludents asked IPat' ' 
one lunch hour or the money equivalent ffdm 
April 25 be donated to th e sta rving peopl e 
in Ethiopia l Africa. They li sted three organi-
zation s where the money could be sent, and 
enclosed a phone number to call for more in-
formation. 
To our knowledge, no on e from Columbia 
dialed that number; no one organized the 
program at our campus. 
The Chronicle, although we realize that we 
too could have started an organization, 
hopes that in the future , we will not rotl our 
heads in the mud and get bu sy on our own 
aid to the starving . ' 
Also we as a college could take a lesson 
from other universities across the country 
and speak out against the gross misjustices 
of South Africa 's aparlheid system . 
It is ironic how Columbia students feel com-
pelled . to stage die-ins in protest , again st a 
potentlve nuclear holocaust but are ignoring 
the present horror of open racism practiced 
in the apartheid system . 
Let us not confuse our priori ties. In each 
case, human lives are at stake. Therefore all .. 
th ree issues deserve equal attention. 
Columbia's Cal 
OKOK ... YOU 
CAN BE BLACK. 
~) 
NOI 
YOU LOOK LIKE 
R!J88 10 ME! 
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u.s. should learn frollJ lIJistakes 
By Ron Freund 
1n a recent speech, Sec. of State 
George Shultz lamented, 
" Probably the greatest cost of 
the Vietnam War. .. was the 
shattering of the national con-
sensus on defense that was 
lorged in World War II and that 
carried us through the most 
difficult days of the cold war." 
His viewpoint is symptomatic of 
this Admin istration 's attitude 
toward the War in Vietnam. Having 
once termed the War as a 
"noble" cause," Pres. Reagan 
and his top· foreign policy offi-
cials are committed to exorcising 
the Vietnam Syndrome - the 
idea that we are paralyzed by 
our fears of another Vietnam. 
'They prefer to encase us in a 
bubble of historical amnesia. They 
say, " Forget Vietnam . The Com-
munists are coming at us from all. 
sides." To wit, in a recent p"ress 
conference, Pres. Reagan said, " if 
we provide too little help, our 
choice will be a Communist Central 
, America with communist subver-
SiOn spreading southward and 
northward ... threatening the US 
with violence, chaos and a human 
tidal wave of refugees. " 
Go back twenty years. In April of 
1965, Pres. Johnson went on na-
tional television . to justify his 
escalation of the War, "Over this 
war-and all Asia-is another reality: 
the deepening shadow of Com-
munist China (whose) power is 
such that it is bound to dominate 
until all of the nations of Asia are 
swallowed up ... To leave Vietnam 
to its fate would · (result) In in-
creased unrest and instability, and 
even wider war," 
How strange that sounds to our 
1985 ears. After all, China, Com-
munist China is fast becoming our 
bosom buddy, even to the point of 
supplying them with military equip-
ment. 
Instead of trying to confront and 
. comprehend what happened in 
Vietnam, policy makers have spent 
the last decade denying and 
avoiding the truth rather than using 
it for positive changes in our 
foreign policy. As we mark the 10th 
anniversary of ,the end of our na-
tion 's longest war, we would do 
well to reflect upon our involve-
ment with that poor, small Asian 
nation . 
A wise philosopher once pOinted 
out that a society which refuses to 
learn from its past is condemned to 
repeat ,it. So what can we learn 
from the Vietnam War? I bel ieve 
there are several important 
lessons: 
• A paternalistic foreign policy 
will only be counterproductive. A 
policy which refuses to recognize 
the fact that Third World nations 
have their own legitimate goals and 
aspirations apart from the Super-
powers is bound to fail. During the 
Vietnam War, it was prevalent 
among governm,ent leaders to view 
North Vietnam and the NLF as 
simply "Red Chinese proxies." A 
basic understanding of history 
would have revealed that China 
and Vietnam were, in fact, ancient 
enemies. As soon as the US 
withdrew, they began fighting 
again. 
• Technology and massive 
military fir~power will not stop a 
popular revolution. Winning hearts 
and minds does not come through 
the use of napalm and cluster 
bombS. Rather, it .comes through 
acceptance of the principle of self-
determi~tion , humanitarian aid, 
and by serving as a democratic 
model. 
• Our nation is capable of pro-
found immorality when power is 
unchecked . While it is true that 
public opinion prevented the use 
of nuclear weapons, the US did 
engage in the largest bombing 
campaign in history . In addition to 
napalm and c luster bombs, the 
practice of carpet bombing and 
free fire zones violated several 
conventions of international law. 
• The Executive branch of 
government will resort to massive 
deception and. even lawbreaking in 
order to stifle dissent. " The shat-
tering of the national consensus" 
which developed during the War 
was not an occasion for govern-
ment leaders to step back and re-
assess policy; rather it created a 
virtual panic mentality which called 
for the repression of dtssent, 
whether through deception as 
revealed by the Pentagon Papers 
or by direct suppression such as 
domestic spying by the CIA and the 
FBI COintelpro (counter in-
telligence) operation . 
• We cannot base our foreign 
policy on a Simplistic knee-jerk 
fear of Communism. There are 
many forms of Communist states in 
the world, Do we fear Yugoslavia? 
Do we fear China? A policy of 
simplistic anti-communism con-
demns us to support the most cor-
rupt and repressive regimes 
around the world. 
If we are to avoid an end less cy-
cle of future Vietnams, these are 
some of the truths we must con-
front. By confronting them directly, 
it will free us to change our course, 
So, we should not lament the 
"shattering of the conse nsus, " as 
Sec. Shultz does. Rather, we 
should celebrate it. For it was, and 
is, this flowering of dissent which 
gives true meaning to the concept 
of pluralistic democracy. Through 
the protests of thousand s, and 
eventually millions of Americans, 
we re-discovered the Bill of Rights, 
asserted our role as responsible 
citizens, and demonstrated the 
viability of our system to other na-
tions . And , it was probably good 
that we " Iosl" , the war. It taught us 
that there are limits to -the power of 
military force , It $howed us that we 
did not have some divine destiny to 
run the affairs of the world . G<?d 
does not place Americans above 
the rest ()f humanity. 
It will be up to non-governmental 
agents to learn the lessons well 
and teaCh them. Our hopes lie in a 
chastened media , a new genera-
tion of parents , and schools in 
which peace studies curricula are 
proliferating, From these social 
agents, perhaps we will re-Iearn 
the fundamental foreign policy 
lessons known 1.0 our Founding 
Parents, " Example is the school of 
mankind , and they will learn at no 
other. " 
Ron Freund is an Asst . Professor 
of liberal EDucation at Columbia 
College in Chicago. He has lec-
tured and written widely on the 
issue of US-Sovlet Relations, US 
~ Foreign policy and the role of In-
dividuals in a free' society. He is 
the author of a popular book on the 
nuclear arms race called What One 
Person Can Do To Help Prevonl 
Nuclear War. 
Opinion Time by Prince Jackson Opinion Time· 
~AME 3 WAYS IN . 
WHICH YOU WOULD 
IMPROVE THE 
STUDENT LOUNGE~ 
· DIONNE HILL - RADIO 
.. BROADCASTING / SOPtt 
ART STUDENTS TO PAINT 
PICTURES (WALLS TO DULL) 
INSTALL MIRROR TO MAKE IT 
LOOK LARGER. 
MOVE TO ANOTHER PLOOR 
THAT HAS WINDOWS. 
MIKE RIDlEY-ARTS 
ENTERTAtNMENT I 
FRESHMAN 
IMPROVE THE FOOD 
V9D:RS, arJlERWlSE 
THERE IS NO PROIIlEIL 
TAMMARASIMMONS 
-WRITING / JR_ 
I NEVER GO DOWN THERE 
BECAUSE IT'S TOO NOISY. 
SHOULD PUT RESTRICTIONS 
ON THE AMOUNT OF NOISE 
AND PLAYTIME. 
MOVE TO ANOTHER FLOOR 
WITH A BRIGHTER DECOR. 
Letter to Editor 
. . 
You have hit new lows in writing , report~ 
ing, and editing with the latest issue of the 
Columbia Chronicle. 
There is absolutely no excuse for the em-
barrassing , shoddy work which you have 
published . II is distressing to think that this 
publication will be viewed by insiders and 
outsiders alike as in example of the training 
our journalism students receive . 
Wall .... Galin 
Placement Qlflce 
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GrahaRl finds comfortable niche 
By Kristine Kopp 
ASSOCIate Managmg Edi lor 
A stuffed anima: sits on hi s desk. 
The kind of prize you would win at a 
carnival. 
" He guards my desk, " said 36-
year-old Glenn Graham, Colum bia 
College's history coordinator. 
The stulled dog shows the soft 
side of the historian, who students 
sometimes say is demanding . 
' 'I've had students in my classes 
say , ' I loved it, but I WOUldn ' t go 
through it again ,' " said Graham. 
Perhaps Graham scares some 
students at the beginni09 of the 
semester when he tells them four 
papers, two exams, and an oral 
project are required . 
But, Graham says , he 's com-
fortabl e with what he does. 
Since 1978 Graham has taught 
U.S. Hi story I and II , Writing 01 
Black Protests I and II , South in 
American Hi s tory I and II and occa-
sionally Socia l Hi sto ry and The 
American Experience. 
Graham, originally from South 
Carolina , graduated from More-
house Coll ege in Atlanta , w ith a 
bachelor 's degree in history . He 
then moved on to Northwestern 
University . where he earned his 
masters and a Ph .D. 
It was a high school teacher that 
first influenced Graham to become 
a historian and when he attended 
Morehouse . The chairman of the 
history department al so encourag-
ed him . 
" They influenced me by being 
caring people who presented 
history in an interesting manner," 
said Graham . " Most students 
regard hi story as names, dates and 
places. Hi story is a way of thinkiny . 
It gives us a window to the future, a 
hazy window but it helps to en-
cocta te c lear rational thinking. It's 
a way of making sense out of the 
world. " 
With that theory in mind, Graham 
tries to help his students make 
sense of the wor ld . 
Graham explains that there are 
two kinds of history, popular and 
acad emic . " Popu lar history," he 
says, "covers myths, supposi-
tions , and other isolated incidents 
that are fascinating . Academic 
histo ry is the process of examina-
tion by which Americans have 
become Americans. " 
And so while some of Graham's 
students wou ld like to spend hours 
on the Lincoln conspiracy andtwho 
shot Kennedy, Graham tries to talk 
. about the events that we know 
everything about. 
" My basic theory, " he says, " is 
that history, like any liberal educa-
tion course, must do two things. 
Number one, it should show that 
decisions are made principally 
through world view and not from in 
a vacuu m . Number two, it should 
give the fundamentals 01 the 
history in teaching names, dates, 
and places . II yo u do the lirst job 
well, then the second becomes 
easier. " 
As the coordinator of the h istory 
classes at Columbia Graham has a 
part in the hiring 01 Columbia pro-
fessors. 
" We try to hire people who are 
both good teachers and good role 
models," said Graham, "people 
who think students should be 
taught to think and are paSSionate 
about what they speak . What I 
hope is that , that passion shows 
t·hrough in the classroom ." 
Because Columbia doesn ' t offer 
a history major, Graham wo uld ad-
vise any stud ents interested in pur-
suing a career as a historian to, 
" go to another sc hool. " 
" We don ' t have the upper level 
courses that are necessary." said 
Graham. The idea of making 
history a major at Columbia is not 
even in planning stages and 
Graham leels that the only way it 
could be made into one is if it were 
narrowed down. For example, the 
history ollilm. 
" It is sometimes frustrating , " 
said Graham, 01 the lact that 
history is not an offered major at 
Columbia . "of course an historian 
would like that." 
Although some students do 
repeat a course, or take extra 
history reqUirements , Graham 
says there are no real history buffs 
who keep coming back for more. 
What he does get are a lot of 
students who are in the c lass for 
the grade. They don't care what 
th ey learn , as long as they get the 
grade. 
" Students consider school in 
terms 01 validation as opposed to 
learning, " said Graham, " they 
RoBBie. wa~ 8D~tf 
caBLe-ReaDV! 
think they know it already and my 
job is to give them a grade that 
says that, but in fact, most 01 them 
don't know it all and my class is not 
set up in terms 01 validation , n 
AiiilOu gh Graham specialized in 
Afro-American history 01 the 19th 
Century, no one historicaf event is 
the most impo rtant to him , . 
'.'No one part is most important," 
sard Graham. "You have to look at 
ali of it." 
Cut your weight, your salt, your risk. 
May is High Blood Pressure Month 
• WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE • o American Heart Association 
: 
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Some of the art work on display at Columbia 's two new exhibits; " Wide Perspectives: 9 
Viewpoints " and " Native American, " which opened Friday in the Museum of Contem-
porary Photography. 
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American cultures in CC nluseUnl 
By lIyce Reisman 
Feature Editor 
" Wide Perspectives: 9 View-
points" and " Native American" 
are two new exhibitions which 
opened Friday in Columbia Col-
lege 's Museum of Contemporary 
Photography. ' 
Nine American photographers 
have their works presented in 
" Wide Pe rspec ti ves: 9 View-
points" in the Main Floor Gallery. 
According to Denise Miller-
Clark , associate director of the 
museum: " The title for the exhibi-
tion was selected to not 
FAMOUS LAST WORDS 
FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS. 
"Are you OK to drive?" 
"Whats afew beers?" 
"Did you have too much to drink?" 
"I'm perfectly fine." 
"Are you in any shape to drive?" 
·"I've never felt better." 
"/ think you've had afew too many." 
"You kiddin, / can drive 
with my eyes closed." 
"You've had too much to drink, 
let me drive." 
"Nobody drives my car lYut me." 
. "Are you OK to drive?" 
. few beers?" 
DRINKING AND DRIVING 
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP. 
U. S. Department of Transportation ~I 
only the theme of the show in 
presenting work extending over a 
larg e area from side to side, but 
also to serve, an indication of the 
eclectic viewpoint included in this 
exhibit. " 
The show contains works by 
David Avison , Deborah Bright , Bar-
bara Crane and Ron Gordon of 
Chicago; Oscar Bailey 01 Tampa, 
Fla.; Phillip Galgiani , Sandra Haber 
and John Schlesinger of New York 
City and JoAnn Verberg of Min-
neapo li s. Many of these 
photographers were present for 
Friday 's opening reception. 
Th e theme of the show was con-
ceived in order to allow a visual in-
terchange between the viewers 
and the photographers' works. 
"Perhaps the one binding 
characteristic of all the works is 
their fluid nature - the flow of time 
and space, narration, se rial inter-
pretation, sweeping vista, exten-
sion of memory vs. reality , per-
manence and impermanence, life 
and death or chaos and order," 
Miller·Clark said. 
In the Upper Level Gallery, con-
temporary landscapes are ex-
hibited. Th e series, " Native 
American, " explores native 
American cultu res in Arizona, Col-
orado, New MexiCO and Utah . 
All th e prints in this series are 
.the works of Skeet McAuley. an 
assistant p rofessor of photography 
at North Texas State University in 
Denton , Texas . 
. " The series is a contemporary 
view o f the native American 
cu'tures who have traditionally 
considered th e land sacred," 
McAu ley said, in a recent press 
release. 
His work concentrates on the an-
cient ruins and dwelli ngs of th e 
Anasazi and Pueblo cultures in-
corporating contemporary symbol s 
and artifacts trom the immediate 
environment. His work ha s been 
exhibited in many one-person and 
group exhibitions across the Coun-
try and he received a National En-
dowment for the Arts Individual Ar-
tis t Fellowship in 1984 . 
These exhibitions wi ll be on 
display until June 15, Monday 
through Friday lrom 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m. and Saturday noon to 5 p .m . 
Admission is free. 
Calendar 
THEATER - The 1984-1985 season 
at the Co lumb ia College 
Theater / Music Center concludes 
wi th Brecht's THE CAUCASIAN 
CHALK CIRCLE which previews 
May 21 - May 25 and runs from Sun-
day, May 26 throug h Sunday, June 
8. With an original score by Doug 
Pos!, this musical folk tale is 
directed by .Sheldon Patinkin , ar-
tistic director of the Theater/Music 
Center and chairperson of the 
Theater/Music Department. 
To make reservations to see THE 
CAUCASION CHALK CfRCLE, 
phone the Columbia College 
Theater / Music Center at 663-9465 
or drop by the box oflice at 72 E. 
11th St. 
ETC - " The Lesson" (which 
originated as a student workshop 
at Columbia 's Studio Theater) will 
be presented at the Live Theater 
Company , 1234 Sherman in 
Evanston. Direc ted by Steven 
Long . Call 475-2570 lor ticket inlo . 
LIBRARY - Th e Library hours for 
this semester are Monday through 
Thursday - 8 a.m . to 5 p.m . and 
Saturday - 9 a.m . to 5 p.m. Are your 
library books overdue? 
GALLERY - Two new exhibitions 
open Friday, May 10 in the Museum 
01 Contemporary Photography 01 
Columbia College & will be on 
display through Saturday , June 15. 
The exhibition , " Wide Perspec-
tives: 9 Viewpoints," will be 
presented in th e Main Floor 
Gallery . In the Upper Level Gallery, 
photographs by Skeet McAuley will 
be exhibited from his series 
" Nati ve American ." 
There is no admission charge. 
Museum hou rs are M o nday 
through Friday. 10 a.m. to 5 p .m . 
and Saturdays noon to 5 p.m . 
FINANCIAL AID - It is esti ..... ated 
that in Illino is between 6,000 and 
7,000 students will be denied 1:-
linois State Scholarship Monetary 
Award do llars beca use they ap-
plied too late . The financial aid of-
fices urges you not to be part of 
thi s unfortunate group. Secure 
your future· apply now. Financial 
Aid Applications are available in 
the Financial Aid office room 603-
05. 
Columbia student Singer/song-
writer on plano looking for Vlfltmg 
partner to collaborate and even· 
rually form a pop band. A 8ealles. 
Cat Stevens and Culture Club 
sound. Cameron 929-4787 
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NelN tnUSicalopens at 11th Street 
By Conn ie Zonka abandoned by his mother, a 
PublIC nelat,ons Department member of the ruling class, dur-
Steppenwo lf Theatre 's Jeff ing an overthrow of the govern-
Perry and Jose ph Jefferso n ment. A young peasant girl 
Award winner Barbara E. Rob- saves the baby and cares for 
erlson are starring in Brecht's him . When his mother desires to 
mUSical lolk tale , THE CAUCA- have th e chi ld back , the town 
SIAN CHALK CIRCLE , which opens 1001 who, through a twist of fate 
Sunday, May 26, for a two-week during the revolution , has be-
run at the Columbia College The- come the town judge, draws a 
aler/Music Center at the Etev- chalk Ci rc le on the ground, places 
enth Sireet Th eater. 62 E. 11th the baby in the center, and tells 
St., Chicago . th e two women to engage in a 
This production 01 THE CAUCA- tug-of-war with Ihe child . When 
SIAN CHALK CIRCLE has been the peasanl girl retreats be-
newly adapted by Sheldon Pa- cause she is afraid of hurling the 
l inkin , artistic director of th e child, the judge awards her cus-
Eleven th Street Theater and tody since she is the o ne who 
head of Co lumbia 's the- truly cares. 
ater I music department. Patinkin In addition to guest artist Jeff 
is also directing th is production . Perry and Barbara E. Robertson, 
THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIR- the production features a cast of 
CLE has preview performances 24 Columbia students who create 
Tuesday , May 11 , through Sal- 80 differe nt characters. Director 
urday , May 25, before the May Sheldon Patinkin has invited Chi-
26 ope ning . Regular perfor- cago musician, Douglas Post, to 
mances are Tue sdaYr May 28, crea te an original score that 
through Sunday, June 2 and June so und s like pre-revolu ti onary 
5, 6 and 8. All perfo rmances are Russian folk music. Thi s musical 
at 8:00 PM excep t Sundays lolk tale is set in Russian Cauca-
which are at 7:00 PM . Tickets sian Mountains, according to Pa-
are $6 lor Tuesdays through tin kin, " the never-never folk-
"rhursdays and Sundays (S2.jJO lale lime 01 Princess and Grand 
for students and seniors), and Dukes and p alace kitchen 
$7.00 on F.ridays and Saturdays maids. " 
($3.00 for sl ud ents and se- Jeff Perry, co-founder of Step-
niors). penwolf Theatre Ensemble and a 
well as his direction of such prod-
uclions as A MEMBER OF THE 
WEDDING which he co-direc ted 
with Sheldon Patinkin. Perry re-
turns to Chicago , from a suc-
cessful run Off-Broadway in 
BALM IN GILEAD at Circ le Reper-
tory Thealre . Among his many 
appearances at Steppenwolf are 
leading roles in THE CARETAKER, 
PHILADELPHIA, HERE I COME, 
THE DEATH OF A SALESMAN , and 
ARMS AND THE MAN . 
Barbara E. Robertson , making 
her debut as a guest artist at Co-
lumbia, is currently performing 
in HEART OF A DOG at Northlight 
Repertory Theatre. A recipient 
of two Joseph Jefferson Awards. 
one for Best Actress in KABUKI 
MEDIA and another for Best Ac-
Iress in a Musical in CHICAGO, 
Robertson is a Un ive rsity of illi-
nois theater grad uate. Following 
her appearances at Columbia in 
THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE, 
she tours to Washington , D.C. in 
KABUKI MEDEA, which ' will be 
performed at the ' Kennedy 
Cenler in July as part of the 
AT&T Performing Arts Festival. 
Douglas Post: who has accumu-
lated a five-year lisl of good 
credits as a composer, play-
wright ~nd lyricist in Chicago, 
hus done scores for Columbia 's 
productions of A BEGGER ON 
HORSEBACK and TWELFTH 
NIGHT. He has written the score 
lor THE TEMPEST at Oak Park 
Theater FestiVal, which earned 
him a Jefferson Award nomina· 
tion . He ea rned his degree in the-
ater from Trinity University, San 
Antonio, TX . 
THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIR-
CLE: , one of Patinkin's favorite 
plays , was the first play done by 
the famous Playwright ' s Theater 
Club in June, 1953. That prod-
uction was directed by Paul Sills, 
and featured Zohra Lampert , 
Tony Holland , Tom Erhart, Eu-
gene Troobnik , among many 
others whose names are well 
known in film and theater today. 
Barbara Harris , Mike Nichols, Ed 
Asner and Elaine May were not 
in the first production, bu.t, they 
were around. Patinkin has made 
some revisions in the production, 
including a revision in the chro-' 
notogy of the story-teHing and 
Ihe singling out of one of the 
story-tellers. 
To make reservations to see 
THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE 
and to receive theater subscrip-
lion information , phone- the Co-
lumbia College Theater/Music 
Center at 663-9462. or drop by 
the box office at 62 E. 11th St., 
. Chicago. 
Based on a familiar Chinese faculty member of Columbia Col-
folk tale , THE CAUCASIAN lege's Ihea ter departmenl, is M h ds t 
CHALK CIRCLE concern s the fale well -known for his many stage urp y en our 
TO_I __ a~y~O~u_n~g~C_h_il~d __ W_h~o __ h~a~s~b~e~e~n __ ~a~n~d~1~cl~le~V~i~s~io~n~=p~e~rf~o~r~m~a~n~c~e~s~a~s~_, 
Need. Your 
Cherie Cashed,! 
lut COllIe '.to tile 
.,11 ..... State BaRk! 
EveD if you dOll't have aa accouat with .... 
Visit our Personal Banking Center for details. 
We're right at Michigan and Jackson . 
n..r. ia • llllaU Mrvice char,.. of 1'" 011 
S-ycbecb Over 1100 - or 11 ..uu...- - if you. do out bav. aD accouat with \Ia. 
ILLINOIS STATE BANI< 
OF CHICAGO 
:. s..dI Mot' \ A_ 
0.- ........., .... n-.Iay • til 5. I'rIMy II 5:. 
Member FDIC 
(CPS) - Comedian and movie 
star Eddie Murphy c losed out his 
controversial national campus 
tour last week in Texas without 
reference to the sporadic pro-
tests that marred several visits , 
but wilh a pledge to do another 
campus tour in the fall. 
Murphy played to packed au-
ditoriums at Florida State. Flori-
da, North . Carolina, William and 
Mary , Michigan State, Rutgers, 
Ihe. State University of New 
York-Stony Brook and Purdue, 
among other schools, this year. 
But Murphy' s appearances at 
the University of . Illinois-Urbana 
and Brandeis drew protestors of 
the comedian's "anti-gay" 
humor, once even pl"Ovoking an 
on-stage ' response from 
Murphy. . 
Murphy, who attained recogni-
tion on NBC's "Saturday Night 
Live " ,and in movies like " Trad-
ing Places" and the current 
" Beverly Hills' Cop." ·first· an-
gered homosexuals with some 
sketches he . performed on a 
cable television special iast 
year. 
In th e television special, 
MurpllY ' makes several -refer-
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• 
10% offwitb 
Columbia I.D. 
11" Deep 24" Wide 
3 Ft.·-6 Ft. 
$28 - $39 
All New Pine 
Well. -Sat_ 
10 a.m_ - 3 p.m 
Aaliques ia the ROUP 
Also desks 
yesterday's Cltarm 
1914 N. Milwauktt 
3nl FIr. 
ences to catching AIDS '(Acquired 
immune Deficiency Syndrome) by 
being kissed by a gay person . 
In addition , he implies several 
times in ' his performance that he 
fears gays making passes and 
sexual gestlIres toward him. 
After hearing from gay orga-
nizations, Murphy made a public 
apology several months ago, 
saying he was not anti-gay and 
" did not mean to offend an},-
body " with his material. 
Since then, the comic has eli-
minated or softened most of his 
gay jokes, says Robert Wachs, 
Murphy's co-manager. 
It didn ' t stop some protestors 
on the current tour, however. 
Brandeis demonstrators. for 
example, taunted Murphy into 
declaring on-stage that he 
wouldn't donate his .appearance 
fee - protestors said it was 
f60 ,OOO, but Murphy ' s agent 
won't confirm or deny that fig-
ure - to the Boston AIDS Action 
Committee. 
" Ha," he said to· the protes-
to(s ' request, .adding, " Besides, 
it 's ony $50.000 .. . 
And at Illinois, a group of five 
anonymous students leafleted 
the campus several days before 
Murphy's appeara nce there. 
asking ptudents to .boycott the 
event. 
" Mr . . Murphy has apologized, 
but he is still reaping the prof-
its, " a spokesperson for the 
group told the campus paper, 
The Daily IIlini. 
The protestors charged 
Murphy still jokes AIDS can be 
spread by kissing. 
Nevertheless , the Urbana 
show sold out, playing to nearly 
8,000 students, says Tom· Par-
kinson. campus concert hall 
director. . 
Indeed . all of Murphy 's 
campus appearances have been 
-" fabulous , outstanding " sel-
louts, co-manager .Wachs re- -
ports. 
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Prince COn1es out of the IIRain" 
By Keith Wesol 
Arts .Editor 
Around The World In A Day, 
Prince's not-so-Iong-awaited 
follow-up to his semi-
autobiographical soundtrack 
hitfesl Purple Rain, has been..-" 
unleashed upon the world to a 
notably low-key media blitzkrieg. 
Having instructed Warner Bros. 
. Records not to take out any ads in 
trade or music publications for the 
album, not to distribute any 
posters and not to release any 
song as a single to generate 
airplay and sales, Prince seems in-
tent on letting the album stand (or 
fall) on its own merits . 
This , like most of Prince 's career 
moves , is a shrewd marketing tac-
tic aimed at garnering more atten-
tion to his post-Purple Rain work 
without having to go through the 
same c ircus that pushed Purple 
Rain into the zone of videos, tours 
and interviews~ , 
Prince is at a very crucial p~riod 
in his musical exodus . Faced with a 
choice between trying to top 
Purple Rain (the effor'! of trying to 
do better than a multi-platinum 
album has burned out many like 
Peter Frampton and Boston . 
Anybody heard from Michael 
Jackson lately?) or settling down 
into his synthesis of soul funk 
blues and rock as a form~la fo~ 
success . Neither prospect would 
have been artistically healthy for 
this vital performer. 
Prince has taken a chance with 
Around The World and run the risk 
of alienating some of his pre- and 
post- Purple Rain fans who might 
be expecting more of the Slick 
dance fare of 1999 or the polished 
pop of Purple Rain. Around The 
World is not an important album 
with!n . the ?ontext of pop music, 
but It IS a significant album within 
the context of Prince and his 
musical realm. 
Around The World does not real-
ly break any new ground 
thematically - God, sex , guilt and 
temptation are all here - but 
musically this latest offering and 
Purple Rain are the difference bet-
ween night and day. Although 
" Raspberry Beret " is pretty 
predictable, just a variation on the 
" Little Red Corvette " theme, much 
of the album has a more at-
mospheric , psychedelic feel to it. 
The comparisons between 
Around The World and the Beatles ' 
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club 
Band have already been done to 
death in the rock press, but one 
can ' t help ·Iistening to the album 
without drawing similar conclu-
sions . " Paisley Park " opens the 
album and is a "place in your 
Is Prince trying for Sgt . Pepper conceptualism? 
(file photo) 
Rhythm 
tn' 
heart" where "there aren ' t any 
rules" that has so much of a 
"Strawberry Fields Forever" feel 
to it that it left me believing that 
this is an album with the most 
Beatles ' influences I've ever 
heard. 
One can't help thinking that this 
album is possibly a signal of some 
sort of shift in the musical direction 
that Prince had been going in. For 
Prince to have continued in the 
direction of Purple Rain, though it 
may have produced some good 
music , would have been boring 
and unfortunate for someone who 
shouldn 't have to suffer from 
hardening of the artistic arteries 
merely because his audience - as 
diverse as it may be - refuses to 
accept something new. 
All the evidence pOints to the 
Views 
fact that thiS album was finished 
before Prince got caught up in the 
Purple Rain hurricane - an ele-
ment that makes the album all the 
more interesting . Just the short 
dialogue between Prince and the 
synthesized voice of God in the 
closing song, "The Ladder," is 
worth the price of admission. It is 
an omin'ous close to a very 
spiritual, but disturbing, album_ 
This is an important album from 
an important artist who refuses to 
be swayed by mark-et pressure or 
his own audience 's expectations 
- a rarity in today's music 
business . like the Beatles who 
made a drastic change from pop to 
concept albums with Sgt. 
Pepper's, Prince has gone off on a 
tangent - the consequences be 
damnad.-
(photo by Bob Davis) 
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Galore fun palace 
5 GAMES FOA ~oo 
Lf.". 4. • Electronic U_~~ £~ • Video 
• Pin Ball 
• Pool Table 
All th~ NEWEST Games 
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• Corn Beel • 1I~li~n B •• I 
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ACROSS 
1 Frighten 
6 Saber 
11 Retrained from 
using 
12 Weirder 
14 Agave plant 
15 The 5weelsop 
17 Dr ink heavily 
18 Individual 
20 Besmirch 
23 Playing card 
2 .. Saucy 
26 Home·run k ing 
28 Symbol for 
nlton 
29 Cubic meier 
31 Shows respect 
'0' 
33 Young horse 
35 Withered 
36 Solas 
39 Raises 
42 Teutonic deity 
43 Weighting 
device 
45 Barracuda 
46 Coyer 
48 Barter 
50 Health resort 
51 Poems 
53 Small amount 
55 Three· toed 
sloth 
56 Tidier 
59 Dormant 
61 Monumer.ls: 
abbr. 
62 Scoff 
DOWN 
1 Kind of plano 
2 Symbol for 
cak:lum 
CROSS 
WORD 
PUZZLE 
FROM COLLEGE 
PRESS SERVICE 
:3 Macaw 
4 Soaks 
5 Dropsy 
6 Compaq point 
7 Pronoun 
8 Morset 
9 Disturbance 
10 Rely on 
11 Halts 
13 Leaaes 
16 ScorCh 
19 Build 
21 War god 
....... 1-+--+--1 22 Pirate "eo 
25 Jogs 
..... 1-+-.; 27 The nostrils 
3OChooM 
32 Harvests 
34 RIp 
36 Surglca' thread 
37 Wears.way 
38 Bridge term 
40 Mend 
41 Sedate 
44 Prepares for 
fn-+-+-+---I 47 ~:. 
fzr.+-+--l 49 Shon loelle' 
52 Mualc: .. 
wriHen 
54 Before 
57 latin 
conjunCtion 
58 Rupees: .bbt. 
eo Hebrew tett. 
Solution to last week 's puzzle 
Puzzle Answer 
fcolumbia COII"e 
Needs Teacher 
TV DEPT. OF COLUMB!~ 
COLLECE SEEKS OUALlFI~~ 
INSTRUCTOR TO MANA~.:: 
AND TEACH TELEVISIOn 
REMOTE TRUCK CLASSE!.. 
APPLICANT MUST HAV. 
COLLEGE LEVEL TEACH~,! 
EXPERIENCE, FIVE YEA". 
TELEVISION PRODUCTIO'~ 
EXPERIENCE, BE FAMIU~! 
WITH OPERATION Or 
SOPHISTICATED REMOTE 
PRODUCTION VAN, ABLE TO 
DEVISE AND IMPLEMENT A 
FULL CURRICULUM. 
Applicants should submit 
resumes to: ' 
Edward L. Morris 
Chair 
Television Department 
Monday, May 13,1985 
,. 
COLUMBIA 
COLLEGE SEEKS 
FULL-TIME 
FACULTY 
A~ Entertainment & 
Meola Management 
Dept. of Columbia Col· 
lege Invites applications 
for a full-time faculty 
.posltlon to develop and 
teach management cur-
riculum, coordinate 
undergraduate and 
.9raduate computer 
management faculty, 
provide assistance to 
other management 
faculty to develop com-
puter applications for 
their classes, and related 
faculty duties. 
APplicants should sub-
mit resumes to: 
Carol Yamamoto 
Chairperson 
AEMMP Department 
CaIUftIbIa ChrOnicle 
sweat 
equal 
Aerobics 
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By Robert Brooks ercises which includes run-
sports Editor ning and jumping, and the 
Maureen Kliver has last 20 minutes for calis-
always led an active life . thenics and exerc ising in-
As a child, she did cart- dividual muscles," Kliver 
wheels in the streets . Now said . 
she teaches an aerobics Student s plann ing to 
course for Columbia stu- take the aerobic fitness 
dents, a course that is de- course " should expect to 
signed to ' increase one's sweat al ot. " 1Klive r said . 
durability. " At first I tak~th em a 11:-
Sports Editor 
Between 8:30-9:00 a.m. for 
two days a week, somot Col-
umblastudentspull off their 
Kliver ' s cla$s roeets Ue slower t)ecau se I know 
from 9:00-10 :00 Tuesday the maj o'rity I, aven ' t exer-
_!'!":';':":'~ I and Thursday at the Law- cised ." 
son YMCA. 30 W. Chicago Students want ing to lose 
L.... ___ -{ Ave . weight will " sometimes 
street clothes and dress in Reach-and-atretch. (Photo by RObb Perea) 
the skimpiest attire, ranging Wedne'sdays and the other from cut-offs, .leotards and next 20 minutes, they are 
sweat shirts to pants and T- on Tuesdays and Thursdays) jumping, ' Ieaping and jogg-
shirts. , . at Lawson YMCA, 30 W. ing for over 40 laps around 
. For the next hour, they Chicago Ave., and it's the exercise room. 
aeroblclze which Is a popular among students. Students spend the final 
healthy way to spend two At nine o 'clock, they are 20 minutes on exercise 
hours a week. What 's great < l~"i~g up and out and . mats, perspiring from head 
about It Is that Columbia - slretchlng their Iombs fo~ 20 to foot. The music never 
gives two credit hours for minutes ·from left-ta-flght stops as students pull and 
the course Aerobic Fitness and up-and-down to the lift muscles they never knew 
(o~e meets on Mondays and rhythm of the music. For the existed. 
t-TL~I~F~?n~~~~~~~e~t~h~e-s~w~im~t~e~s~t~a~n~d~t~h~e~tr~a~in~-i 
Chicago Park District will ing school. 
test 1,100 applicants for 750 
summer lifeguard positions TENNIS - Registrations 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. Satur- are now being accepted for 
day, May 18 at Whitney the qualifying rounds of the 
Young Pool , 210 S. Loomis Chicago Park District city-
St. wide tennis championship . 
aerobics 
work fine 
By Tonya Thrower 
Chronicle staff writer 
Of the 750 openings, only The qualifying, rounds- will 
about 150 will be open to ,be held at eight park tennis One, two, three ... 
newcomers since total ap- centers June 4 through June Feet pattering against the 
pllcations Include names of 7. Singles, doubles and mix- mats and deep grunts filled 
00 returning veteran ed doubles events will be the gym at the Lawson YM-
lifeguards who generally en- played . Participants in the 25 CA as students prepared for 
ounterfew problems pass- division tournament will an hour workout. 
Ing the required annual range from boys and girls 12 "Alright everybody let's 
estlng, said general beach and under to senior men and go," said the slim, energetic 
nd pool supervisor Joseph women. The winner and run- aerobics teacher, Chris 
Pecoraro. A second test will nar up in each division at Hafner. Students began 
e held at Whitney Young at each site will advance to the stretching, bending and 
:30 a.m. June 1. finals July 8 to 14. The moving to the beat of the 
AI) candidates must swim deadline for entries is May music as she counted . 
o yards In 3'12 minutes; 28. Th e fee for adults is $3 for Hafner said, Hal Meyer, 
wlm 20 yards under water, Singles and $4 for the as socia·te director of 
urface and dive to a depth doubles competition; $1.00 Lawson , offered her the job 
f 15 ft. to retrieve a 25-lb. for youngsters 18 and under to teach courses to Colum-
eight; and break a f(ont and for .singles and $2 for bia students. 
ear headlock of an Instruc- dou~les. Hafner teaches the course 
or In a simulated drowning Entry forms can be obtain- for Columbia on Mondays 
nd tow him 25 yards to safe- ed at the following tennis and Wednesdays from 9:00 -
y. centers where the qualifying 10:00 a.m. 
In addition, all candidates rounds will be conducted . The 34-year-old instruc-
ust pass a physical exam Tuley.Park 90th & St. Lawrence tor'S career started at 
nd possess valid American Beve~y Park 2460 W. I02nd Place Chicago Health Club when 
ed Cross first aid lifesaving Jackson Park 6401 S. Stony Island she was 19. After working for 
ertificates or equivalents. McKinley the health club, Hafner 
Qualifying veterans will Park 3900S. Western played soccer for four years 
ake a re fresher course G.rfleldPark 100N.CentralPark and she also goes to 
efore receiving regular Rlis Park 6100 W. Fullerton Evanston ' s YMCA fitness 
sslgnments to the limited Waveland club every June. 
each openings June 7. The Tennis Addison & Lake Charles Jones, dubbed as 
emaining beaches and 100 Center Shore Dr. "Chicago's Most Fit Male " 
utdoor pools go into full EugeneFleld 5100N.Ridgeway in 1984 after winning a 
At the beginning of the discover a weight gain be-
semester , the students , cause muscle weighs more 
enrolled in Kliver's class , than fat, II Kliver said . 
watched Kliver ' s Iithe l " Unless you diet , you 
body and followed along won't see a substantial de-
with her, sometimes torc- crease in weigfl.t. 
ing themselves to keep up Aerobicising "has ten-
with Kliver's pace. dency to increase your ap-
/. Kliver said that the petite, and if you're not 
course is designed for the carefu l with what you take 
students to compete in, you can gain alot ," 
against themselves. "You Kliver said . 
may only do 20 sit ups Kliver also warned 
when you start, but you smokers to stop smoking . 
gradually move up to 50 " It's harder for smokers to 
and 100 sit-ups," - she run, " Kllver said, and both 
said , aerobic courses consis t 
Kliver got into aerobics plenty of jogging . 
10 years ago after visiting Students planning to 
a friend 's class and enjoy- take the course should ex-
ing it. She started instruct- ercise for at least 15 min-
ing at Lawson two years utes of home aerobic exer-
ago. ' cisi ng because these are 
When picking out a rou- very strenuous classes . 
tine tor her class, Kliver is Students wit h heart prob-
very careful that the music lems shou ld see a doctor. 
fits her style of exe rcising . Aerobic exerc ises " in-
Music plays a tremendo:.Js c reas es one ' s energy 
role when instructing an level. For the first three 
aerobic class . " First of all weeks I'm already increas-
you have to like the music ing th eir aerobic time and 
you ' re exerc ising to . If you giving them new exercises 
don ' t li ke the music, it's that are a lot harder, " 
harder to get into exercis- Kliver said . 
ing," she said . If students put their 
" I start ou t wit h .slower hearts and souls in to each 
music for 20 minutes of work out, Kliver said their 
stretching , exercises that muscles should tighten and 
I've learned from other their c lothes should fit dif-
teachers, read from books, ferent 
or just practiced at home. " If you push''' yourself in 
Basically , I try to stay this class, you ' ll push your-
wi th the same routines . self in other classes," she 
Stretching for 20 rrinutes, said. " Aerobics can give 
20 minutes of aerobic ex- you will power. " 
peration June 27. Applications can also be fitness competition in 
Qualifying new applicants obtained at Kosciuszko Schaumburg , IL , trained 
111 receive an additional Park, 2732 N. Avers ; Hafnerforayear inweightlif-
eek of training beginning McFetridge Sports Center, ting and aerobics. Weightlif-
ay 20 at the Lincoln Park· 3845 N . California; Waveland ting will give you tone and 
at Club on Canno n Drive Tennis Ce,nter , Tennis aerobics will keep you slim , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ust south of Fullerton Trailer Addison & Lake said Hafner. ~ 
venue. Training will include Shore Drive and Richard J. Jones and her has a cor- Here are the replies: II')S IA/ ': Iph t 
our days of physical training Daley Bicentennial Plaza, porate fitness bu siness and Yvonne Waltons, T V. ma- (,na tlar,uw. TV . major 
nd various written and prac- 337 E. Randolph Drive or they ' re planning to open a jar, said, " sincB I n.::t " ( 'C" ", I ren' like I t · Ie more 
'lea.! testing in cardio- also by sending a self- fitness studio . taken thi s course r ,t.:!e. CI enourance . I even take one 
ulmonary reSUSCitation , addressed , stamped en- '" love working out with wh ale lot better . I used to hour o f weight/ifting before 
tsmanship. and general vel ope to Walter Pierkarski , kids. I really do," said smoke and I was out of my aerobic~ class." 
Heguarding procedures. 425 E. McFetridge Drive, Hafner. shape . Even my boyfriend Gina Powell , T .V .JJour-
A second session will Chicago, IL 60605. Some of the students in noticed the difference ." nalism major , sa id, "I'm 
In June 3, and available All mailed applications the class were asked , what Maria Levin , Graph ics, " I gaining more endurance and 
nings will be filled on the must be postmarked by May differences have they fe lt feel better every time I com e strength . I feel good abo ut 
C;;;:::s:.,::o:.f,::c:;:o::m::b:::i::n:;e::d.,;s:,:c:,:o::r,::e,:s..:i:,:n..u.a.... _________ .....J since ~ taking the course. out of this class, and I have myself ." 
-
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OlNens' crelN 
burns the ball 
By Carolyn R. Hamilton 
Advef:tising Manager 
Columbia College has fi-
nally begun its series of In-
tramural Sports. On May 
4, the Chroniclel House and 
Radio teams caught the 
feve r of fun , winning and 
Departmental pride. Even 
though both teams were 
playing lor the fun of the 
softball sport, everyone 
was a winner. 
Even nature had a part 
in the game, the wind 
began to blow dust and 
dirt knee high. But that 
didn ' t stop the Radio de-
partment from scoring 
18-12 over the Chroni-
cle/ House. 
Both teams' members 
were composed of people 
coming to cheer for their 
favoritE' team, those 
brought by a mend, and 
people pulled from the 
street. 
liz Conant, the genius 
behind the softball compe-
titions , was pleased with 
the students' support. " I 
didn't expect the turnout 
to be this great. We had to 
pull a few people off the 
street to help get it really 
going , but I'm glad with 
the support. It was fun and 
lots of excitement. " 
In game one, Writing de-
feated Television 15-14 in 
a game which Conant said 
was " filled with excite-
ment to ,the end. Both 
Teams played a good 
game." 
In game two, Radio de-
feated the Chronicle/House 
in eight and one half in-
nings. Both teams commit-
ted over 20 errors, result-
ing in many unearned 
runs. 
The Chronicle, House 
team (O-l) went ahead at 
the top of the first inning 
2-0, but Radio (1 -0) tied it 
at 2-2 at the end of the in-
ning. The largest lead was 
held by Radio 12-2 in the 
fourth inning. The Chroni-
cle, House came within four 
pOints, but never caught 
Radio . 
The Radio team had ter-
rific players who were 
very good sports. They 
had excellent infielders 
and outfielders, batters, 
catchers and a pitcher that 
was the life of the game. 
Only three players are a 
tough act to ' follow. Otis 
Owens, a junior and the 
pitcher for the Radio de-
partment, Robb Perea, the 
manager of the Chroni-
cle, House team , and Greg 
Pr yor, radio ' s team 
member. 
Owens constant ly helped 
his team build up runs by 
gallavanting to each base 
with a giant grin. Otis, cre-
dited with the wi n, left the 
mound cha nting " the game 
is all in fun but damn, 
we 're good! " 
Pryor, Radio, swung a 
hot bat, reaching base his 
CoIUl1Jbia Smelt -
DePaul has its Blue 
Demons. Notre Dame are 
the Fighting Irish . North-
western roots for the Wild-
cats. Tulane supports its 
gamblers. (Sorry , I 
couldn ' t resist.) 
The pOint is, every col-
lege and univ ers ity 
around has a nickname. 
Columbia doesn't , and I 
think it should. 
I think it's my job to pick 
one. After all wasn ' t it me 
who discovered Colum-
bia's offiCia l sport-th e 
Long Puddle Jump? 
I think our nickname 
should be specia l, unique, 
unforgettable. That' s a 
tough job when you con-
sider that just about every 
adjective, animal , insect 
and weather catastrophe 
has al ready been taken. 
Let's sta rt with what 
makes ou r college unique. 
Locker Room 
Unes 
Dennis Anderson 
How about the Puddles? 
Naw, not tough enough . 
We wa nt sometime strong, 
something that draws fear 
in the hearts of grand-
mothers. Oh. .1 mean 
men. 
How about a curriculum? 
Something like th e 
Dancers , Deejays , TVs , Ar-
ti sts, Writers , Photogs or 
Actors? Nope, st ill too 
wimpy. 
Well , maybe the Dee-
Jays . Deejays always 
scare me when th ey play 
"Saturday Night " by the 
Bay city Rollers . So we 
have one nomination for 
the Deejays . And I second 
the motion . 
How about something in 
the Col umbia neighbor-
hood? The First Ward, 
which Columbia is located 
in , was known as the spot 
to go when you came to 
Chicago looking for "fun" 
around the turn of the cen-
tury. Full of any kind of 
vice you co uld want back 
then, and maybe even 
now, the First Ward gives 
you all kinds of posslblll-
first three times at bat 
and later making the 
game's only homerun in 
the eighth inning. 
Perea, stepped up to the 
plate. The pitch was made. 
Perea hit the ball to sec-
ond, he went to first and 
ties when you need a nick-
name. You have the Prosti-
tutes, Junkies, Bag Ladies, 
Con Men .or Beggers . , 
I like the Bag Ladies . 
And I second the molion, 
but we still need at leasl 
one more. 
How about something to 
do with Chicago? We are 
c lose to the lake which 
gives us. several possibili-
ties. Th ere's buats: Row 
Boats, Show Boals, Clip-
pers or Canoes. Nix to 
those, let's try fish, We 've 
got the Cohos, Carp, Salm-
on, Perch or Smelt. 
Oooooh, Smelt. Now 
there 's one. And I second 
the motion. Let's see, we 
have the DeeJays , Bag La- ' 
dies and Smelt. One more? 
No, I won ' t torture you, 
I've been doing thai for 
the lasl year. 
Now which one should 
his bat went 10 shortstop. 
He packed a whOIiOP wher 
il came 10 hitting the b&U, 
but letting go of his 'bill 
and swrngl'1g iL lntQ .obU-
vian was - jusl another 
'curve ' IMt he'll definitely 
have' to work on . 
we. . .1 mean, ~hlch ",nf 
should I pick. 
I have to be democratic 
about this . II's the S~eJI. 
(Sorry, I'm republican .) . 
The Columbia Smelt does 
have a nice ring to il. I can 
hear il now. (It's tlm~ . to 
pul our dream caps on .) 
II 's first and t~ · on Illinois' 
three yard line, and .Co-
lumbla's quarlerback 
drops back , and throws a 
perfect screen pass to hJ.lI 
halfback for a touch pown. 
"The Smelt really grllle.d 
Ihem that time ,'" Ihe ap-
nouncer boasts. 
Well, It does sound bel-
ter than the Colubml.a De. 
Ja¥s or the Colu!!)bla . ~g 
Ladles. 
Now we . need school 
colors. -'" 
Hey! Give · me baC,k my 
Iype writer I Come· on you 
guys! O.K., We'll be opeque . 
